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We report our observation of simultaneous enhancement in large-area coatability and photovoltaic
performance for blade-coated inverted P3HT:PCBM organic solar cells with DCB:hexane co-solvent.
The addition of hexane improves greatly the wettability of P3HT:PCBM blend layer on Cs2CO3 treated ITO
and leads to excessively higher P3HT surface concentration due to the incongruent evaporation of hexane
and DCB. A post-processing light soaking was found to further improve the photovoltaic performance for
blade-coated devices prepared with co-solvent by adjusting the P3HT surface concentration ratio for
more favorable carrier transport, as evidenced by the disappearance of current suppression at forward
bias and signiﬁcant increase in Voc after light soaking. Since large-area manufacturing is the key to full
commercialization of organic solar cells, the use of co-solvent, combined with light soaking, may be
crucial for the development of inverted organic solar cells.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Organic solar cell (OSC) is a very promising alternative for solar
energy conversion due to their unique and attractive features of
low-cost manufacturing, mechanical ﬂexibility, light weight and
fabrication feasibility [1–4]. Much progress on OSC has been made
with impressive power conversion efﬁciency and the highest power
conversion efﬁciency (PCE) reported exceeds 10.7% to date [5].
The key property which makes OSCs so attractive is the
potential of roll-to-roll processing on low-cost substrates with
standard coating and printing processes. This requires large-area
high-quality coatings of organic semiconductors. Most of the
reported efﬁcient polymer solar cells are fabricated by spin coating
technique because of its better control over the thickness and
homogeneity of ﬁlms. However, spin coating is unfavorable for
large-area devices, inherently wasteful in material use and is
incompatible with roll-to-roll process for high throughput production. To overcome these drawbacks of spin coating process,
alternative techniques such as blade coating, slot-die coating,
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gravure coating, ink-jet printing and spray coating were developed
[6–12]. High-throughput continuous processing is crucial for OSCs
to manufacture at sufﬁciently low cost to compete with other thin
ﬁlm solar cell technologies [12–19]. Krebs et al. developed full rollto-roll processed polymer solar cell modules with a total active
area of 35.5 cm2 and the module PCE achieved 2.75% [20].
Recently, a module with 16 cm² aperture area and an efﬁciency
as high as 5.5% was reported by Imec and Solvay [21]. An extensive
survey of roll-to-roll technologies for various organic devices,
organic solar cells included, by Søndergaard et al., can be found
in Ref. [22].
To achieve full commercialization of OSCs, these continuous coating processes need to be carefully studied and various coating defects
must be carefully controlled. Coating defects are mainly related to
surface tension as well as surface ﬂow and various additives or
co-solvents may be used to match the surface tension to reduce the
formation of coating defects. In spite of abundant work done in this
regard in paint and compliant coating technologies [23,24], there is
still little discussion of control over coating defects speciﬁcally for
OSCs. This is especially important since change in solvent or additives
to circumvent the coating defects may affect either the active layer/
electrode interface [25] or the distribution and micro-morphology of
donor–acceptor in the active layer and thus its photovoltaic properties.
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2. Experiment

prepared following the same fabrication steps except for the
preparation of blend solution. For Device A, the aforementioned
blend solution prepared with DCB was used and for Device B, the
blend solution with co-solvent. Each blend solution was bladecoated on the Cs2CO3-coated ITO substrate with coating speed of
13.3 mm/s and annealed at 140 1C for 10 min. PEDOT:PSS (AI 4083,
purchased from H. C. Starck, Inc.) solution diluted in IPA with the
weight ratio of 1:10 (AI 4083:IPA) was blade-coated on top of the
blend layer with the coating speed of 13.3 mm/s and was then
annealed at 140 1C for 10 min. The doctor blade used in this study
is purchased from Elcometer Co. Ltd. (model 3520) and is motorized by a linear motor system (model LMX1L-S, HIWIN Co. Ltd.).
A photo of the coating system was shown in Fig. 2. The details of
the setup of the blade coating system can be found in Ref. [30]. The
polymer wet ﬁlm was obtained by dragging the deposited solution
with the coating blade and the solution concentration of polymer,
the blade's speed and the gap between the doctor blade and the
substrate determine the thickness of polymer ﬁlms. In this work,
60 μm gap was employed for the Cs2CO3 as well as blend layers,
and 30 μm gap was used for the diluted PEDOT:PSS. The thickness
of various layers was measured by an Alpha Step Proﬁlier (model.
Alpha step 500, Tencor Inc.) For the small-area device, the
thickness after annealing is 220( 720) nm for the blend layer with
both DCB and co-solvent, and 40(7 5) nm for PEDOT:PSS. Subsequently, a top metal electrode of Silver (100 nm) was thermally
deposited under a pressure of 2.3  10  6 Torr. The fabricated

The schematic diagram of the device structure of OSC considered in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The devices were prepared as
follows. Indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass was cleaned by
acetone, isopropanol (IPA) and de-ionized water for 10 min,
respectively to remove residual organic materials. An electron
transport material, 0.1 wt% Cs2CO3 (99%, purchased from ALFA,
Inc.) dissolved in 2-ethoxyethanol, was blade-coated on the prepared ITO-coated substrates with coating speed of 20 mm/s and
then dehydrated at 150 1C for 10 min. Two types of solvents for the
blend layer of OSC were investigated in this work. The ﬁrst is DCB
and the other is a co-solvent consisting of DCB:hexane in 1:1
volume ratio. The blend solution was prepared by mixing P3HT
(17 mg ml  1, purchased from Rieke Metals, Inc.) and PCBM
(17 mg ml  1, purchased from Nano-C, Inc.) in either DCB or the
co-solvent. Each blend solution was blade-coated on the Cs2CO3coated ITO substrate with typical coating speed of 13.3 mm/s and
was subsequently annealed at 140 1C for 10 min. The area of ITOcoated glass substrate used to study large-area coatability was
7 cm by 8 cm. Two types of small-area solar cells with active area
of 4 mm2 (Device A and B) were fabricated to investigate the
effects of co-solvent on photovoltaic performance. Both were

Fig. 2. The picture of the coating system, consisting of a doctor blade motorized by
a linear motor system and home-made supporting stage.

Various types of co-solvents and additives have been proposed
for use to improve the efﬁciency of organic solar cell in the
literatures [26–28]; however, most of these previous work focused
mainly on their effects on donor/acceptor phase separation. The
effects of co-solvents on the ﬁlm formation in large-area coating
processes were little addressed. Schrödner et al. discussed recently
the choice of solvent to optimize the photovoltaic performance of
organic solar cells manufactured by roll-to-roll slot-die coating
and found that CHCl3:DCB mixture can be effectively used to
produce efﬁcient large-area OSCs, yet only conventional OSCs are
examined [29].
In this paper, we report our observation that the use of
1,2-dichlorobenzene:n-hexane (DCB:hexane) co-solvent can
improve both the ﬁlm formation in large-area coating process and
the photovoltaic performance of the resulted inverted organic solar
cells. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results reveal that the
addition of hexane in the solution results in excessive increase in
P3HT compositional ratio on the surface due to the incongruent
evaporation of hexane and DCB. After a post-processing light
soaking for 40 min with an AM 1.5G solar simulator, the PCE of
the blade-coated inverted OSCs reaches 3.92%, thus demonstrating
the possibility of simultaneous enhancement in both large-area
manufacturability and photovoltaic performance for inverted OSCs.

Fig. 1. (a) The device structure and (b) the energy band diagram of the inverted organic solar cell investigated in the present study.
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devices were encapsulated using a UV-cured sealant and a cover
glass under nitrogen ambient.

3. Characterization
The current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics of the devices
were measured by Keithley 2400 source measurement unit using a
100 mW cm  2 AM 1.5G solar simulator (San-Ei Electric, XES 301S).
The intensity of the incident solar illumination was calibrated by a
silicon photodiode (HAMAMATSU S1337-BR). The same solar
simulator was used for post-processing continuous light soaking
illumination which we found to enhance the device photovoltaic
performance [31]. The external quantum efﬁciency (EQE) was
conducted using a measurement system (model QE-R) built by
Enli Technology Co. Ltd. Wide-spectrum light source is chopped
and diffracted into separated monochromatic narrow bands, and
each of which is projected onto the device under testing. The
photo-current generated by incident monochromatic light was
converted and ampliﬁed to an AC voltage by a trans-impedance
ampliﬁer, which was then measured by a DAQ card at the chopper
frequency. Surface roughness and morphology of the blend ﬁlms
were estimated by Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (Veeco
Nanoscope). The XPS measurements were conducted inside an
ultrahigh vacuum system (Thermo Microlab 350). The XPS spectra
were measured utilizing Mg Ka (1253.6 eV) X-ray source for the
surface composition of the blend layers. The contact angles were
measured using a video-based optical contact angle meter (Model
100SE, Sindatek Co. Ltd.).

4. Results and discussion
Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the images of blade-coated blend layers
prepared with DCB and DCB:hexane co-solvent, respectively.
While the blend layer prepared with DCB exhibits clearly “orange
peel” defects, the surface of co-solvent prepared blend layer is
found to be smooth and defect-free. With co-solvent and the
coating parameters we used, the thickness of the blend layer
prepared after annealing is 220( 720) nm across an area of 7 cm
by 8 cm. This improvement of surface morphology can be understood by noting that the addition of hexane to DCB reduces the
surface tension as well as viscosity and enhance the ﬁlm leveling
and the wettability between the solvent and Cs2CO3. Fig. 4(a)
and (b) show the results of contact angle measurements of DCB
and DCB:hexane co-solvent in 10:1 volume ratio, both on Cs2CO3
treated ITO. The equilibrium contact angle was found to decrease
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from 221 in the case of pure DCB to 8.51 for the co-solvent with
merely 10% addition of hexane. For the case of 1:1 DCB:hexane cosolvent we used for our blade coating, the contact angle is too
small to determine, revealing greatly improved wettability
between the co-solvent and the Cs2CO3 treated ITO.
AFM measurement was used to investigate the effects of
solvent on surface micro-morphology of blend ﬁlms. Fig. 5
(a)–(d) show the AFM topographic and phase images of the blend
surface prepared with pure DCB and DCB:hexane co-solvent,
respectively. From Fig. 5(a) and (b), ﬁner aggregation and smaller
root-mean-square surface roughness (8.3 nm) were observed from
the blend surface prepared with co-solvent than that with pure
DCB (13.2 nm). Moreover, the phase images of the co-solvent
prepared blend surface (Fig. 5(c)) exhibit less contrast and
thus more segregated P3HT on the surface than that with DCB
(Fig. 5(d)).
The absorption of the blend layers prepared with DCB and DCB:
hexane co-solvent was measured and the results were shown in
Fig. 6. Although the thickness of both blend layers was specially
chosen to be identical (200 nm), the ﬁlm prepared with co-solvent
exhibits more absorption than that with DCB. We speculate that
this enhanced absorption of the co-solvent prepared blend layer
may be explained by the better self-organizing of the segregated
P3HT into highly ordered structure, which was observed to lead to
increase in absorption [32].
To investigate the effects of co-solvent on the device photovoltaic performance without involving complication due to structural non uniformity present in large area cells, small-area devices
were prepared and characterized. The measured dark and the
illuminated J–V curves of as-prepared devices with pure DCB
(device A) and with co-solvent (device B) are shown in Fig. 7(a).
As compared to device A, device B exhibits enhanced Voc, Jsc, ﬁll
factor and thus PCE. Therefore, compared to DCB, the use of DCB:
hexane solvent improves simultaneously the photovoltaic performance and the large-area coatability of inverted organic solar cells.
It is interesting to note from Fig. 7(a) that, while device A
exhibits conventional diode-like dark and illuminated J–V curves,
both the dark and illuminated J–V curves of device B show current
suppression at forward bias higher than Voc, revealing retarded
transport of the injected carriers from the electrodes into the
device. Similar current suppression at forward bias was previously
observed for as-prepared inverted OSCs and was found to revert
normal diode-like with a post-processing light soaking [31,33]. Both
device A and device B were thus subject to a continuous light
soaking under the same AM 1.5G solar simulator for 40 min.
The J–V curves measured after the light soaking are shown in
Fig. 7(b) and the photovoltaic parameters for both devices before

Fig. 3. The pictures of large-area blend layers prepared by blade coating with (a) DCB and (b) DCB:hexane co-solvent. The size of the substrates is 7 cm by 8 cm.
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Fig. 4. Images of contact angle measurements of (a) DCB and (b) DCB:hexane co-solvent in 10:1 volume ratio on Cs2CO3 treated ITO.

Fig. 5. The AFM topographic images of the P3HT/PCBM blend layer surface prepared with (a) co-solvent and (b) DCB. (c) and (d) are the corresponding phase images.
The size of the scanned area is 5 μm by 5 μm.

Fig. 6. The absorption spectra for blend layer prepared with DCB and co-solvent,
respectively.

and after light soaking are summarized in Table 1. After light
soaking, the current suppression at forward bias observed from
device B disappears and both the dark and illuminated J–V curve

exhibit normal diode-like characteristics. This enhancement in
photovoltaic performance and disappearance of current suppression with light soaking are similar to observation previously
reported from inverted organic solar cells with ZnO electronselective layer [31,33,34]. In our cases, enhancement in photovoltaic
performance was observed for both device A and B. The PCE
increases from 2.2% (2.96%) for the as-prepared device to 3.03%
(3.92%) with light soaking for device A (device B). From Table 1, it is
also remarkable that while the improvement for device A is mostly
due to increase in Jsc (from 9.21 to 10.31 mA/cm2), the enhancement
for device B results dominantly from increase in Voc (from 0.57 to
0.64 V). The signiﬁcant increase in Voc with light soaking for device
B is similar to what was previously observed [31].
The absorption of the blend layers after light soaking was
measured and was found to remain unchanged from that obtained
before the light soaking process (Fig. 6). Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the
EQE of the devices prepared with DCB and co-solvent before and
after light soaking. Similar to what was reported previously light
soaking enhances the photovoltaic performance for both devices.
Since the absorption of active layer does not change, increased EQE
indicates improved carrier transport and carrier collection efﬁciency with light soaking.
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Fig. 7. Measured dark and illuminated J–V curves for inverted OSCs prepared with
DCB (Device A) and DCB:hexane (Device B) (a) before and (b) after light soaking
(b) The illuminated J–V characteristics of the as-prepared and light-soaked inverted
organic solar cells under illumination.
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Fig. 8. The EQE spectra of the devices prepared with (a) DCB and (b) co-solvent
before and after light soaking.

Table 1
Summary of the photovoltaic parameters of inverted OSCs prepared with DCB and
DCB:hexane co-solvent before and after light soaking. 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5G
simulated solar illumination is used for the characterization.
Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) Fill factor (%) PCE (%)
DCB

As prepared
9.21
After light soaking 10.31
DCB:hexane As prepared
9.86
After light soaking 10.06

0.55
0.58
0.57
0.64

0.43
0.51
0.53
0.61

2.20
3.03
2.96
3.92

XPS was employed to characterize the surface composition of
blend layers prepared with DCB and co-solvent. The samples for
XPS characterization were prepared in the same way as described
previously except that they were not covered with PEDOT:PSS and
metal electrode. These samples were encapsulated with glass and
half of them were subject to continuous light soaking for 40 min.
The glass covers of the samples were detached immediately before
loading into the XPS chamber. Sulfur (S) 2p and carbon (C) 1s
signals were detected. Thermo Avantage software (v3.20) was
used to calculate the S to C atomic ratios, which in turn were
transformed to P3HT to PCBM relative weight percentage. The
measured S 2p core levels were shown in Fig. 9 and the calculated
results were summarized in Table 2.
From Table 2, the P3HT weight ratios on the surface are 89.89%
and 94.37% for as-prepared blend layer with DCB and co-solvent,
respectively. These are much higher than those previously

Fig. 9. The XPS spectra of S 2p core level obtained from the surface of P3HT/PCBM
blend layers prepared with different solvents before and after light soaking.

observed from the blend layers prepared with spin coating process
[35–37]. High P3HT surface concentrations can be attributed to
the blade coating process with which there is sufﬁcient drying
time to permit of vertical concentration segregation. Higher P3HT
surface concentration for blend layer with co-solvent than DCB
can be understood by noting that the addition of hexane increases
the solubility of PCBM in the co-solvent because of better matched
solubility parameters (Table 3) [38–40]. Since the boiling points
of hexane (68.7 1C) is lower than that of DCB (180.5 1C) and the
blade coating process allows for sufﬁcient drying time, hexane
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Table 2
Atomic and weight ratios of the surface composition in P3HT/PCBM blend layers
prepared with different solvents before and after light soaking.
Atom (%)

DCB

As prepared
After light soaking
As prepared
After light soaking

DCB:hexane

Weight (%)

C 1S

S 2P

PCBM

P3HT

91.98
91.73
91.51
91.59

8.02
8.27
8.49
8.41

10.11
7.72
5.63
6.38

89.89
92.28
94.37
93.62

Table 3
Solubility parameters of solutes and solvents used
in this study.
Solvent or solute

Solubility parameter δ
(J/cm3)1/2

DCB
hexane
PCBM
P3HT
DCB:hexane

20.5
14.9
7.8
19.42
17.7

evaporates incongruently from the surface of the resulted blend
layers. As a result the PCBM near the surface will tend to diffuse to
the lower stratum of the blend layer which contains more hexane,
leading to higher P3HT surface concentration than that prepared
with DCB. Higher P3HT surface composition ratio for blade-coated
sample prepared with co-solvent than DCB is also consistent
with the AFM phase image (Fig. 5(c) and (d)), in which less phase
contrast and thus more segregated P3HT on the surface of
co-solvent prepared layer was observed.
After the light soaking, the P3HT surface concentration for the
blend layer prepared with DCB increases to 92.28%. On the other
hand, it decreases from 94.37% to 93.62% for the blend layer
prepared with co-solvent. Since both devices shows improved
carrier transport and carrier collection efﬁciency with light soaking (Fig. 8), our results suggest that there is an optimum degree of
vertical concentration segregation for inverted organic solar cells.
For device A prepared with DCB with less vertical concentration
segregation than the optimal value, which corresponds to a P3HT
surface composition ratio around 92–93%, post-processing light
soaking enhances the vertical segregation and improves the
carrier transport [31]. On the other hand, for as prepared device
B, the excessively segregated P3HT (PCBM) at the blend/anode
(blend/cathode) interface may impede the transport of electrons
(holes) to the anode (cathode) and leads to carrier accumulation at
the blend/electrode interfaces which screens bulk electric ﬁeld
within the device, resulting in reduced carrier collection efﬁciency.
This may also explain the current suppression at forward bias
higher than Voc for as prepared device B. Light soaking seems to
reduce the extent of vertical segregation and improve the carrier
transport and collection. As a result, the current suppression
observed at forward bias disappears (Fig. 7) and Voc increases
signiﬁcantly (Table 1) after the light soaking.

5. Conclusion
In summary, DCB:hexane co-solvent was found to enhance
greatly the large-area coatability of blade-coated P3HT:PCBM blend
layer on Cs2CO3 treated ITO due to improved wettability. Compared
to commonly used DCB, co-solvent prepared P3HT:PCBM inverted
organic solar cells also show enhanced photovoltaic performance.
The blade-coated blend layer prepared with co-solvent exhibits

excessively high P3HT surface concentration due to the incongruent
evaporation of hexane and DCB. A post-processing light soaking for
40 min with an AM 1.5G solar simulator was found to further
improve the photovoltaic performance of the blade-coated devices
prepared respectively with DCB and DCB:hexane co-solvent by
adjusting the vertical segregation for more favorable carrier transport. The use of DCB:hexane co-solvent, combined with light
soaking, can thus be useful for large-area manufacturing of inverted
organic solar cells.
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